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Spelling note 
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!  Centered = Centred 
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Today 

!  Goals: 
"  To understand the principles of user-centred design; 
"  To be prepared to plan and integrate design cycles 

within a knowledge translation project; 
"  To understand how user engagement fits within this 

design framework 



Today 

!  Orientation & definitions 
!  Overview & methods of user-centred design 
!  How this fits with KT 
!  User engagement 
!  Wrap-up & questions 



Where I am coming from 

!  Background in math & engineering 
!  PhD in human factors engineering 
!  Postdoc in decision sciences 
!  Research: interactive interfaces for 

"  health education 
"  health communication 
"  health decision making 



Human Factors 

!  Designing for the way 
people are, not the way we 
wish they were 

!  Adapting technology to 
people, rather than 
expecting people to adapt 
to technology 



What do we mean by “technology”?



Technology 

!  Ursula Franklin: 
"  technology is “not the sum of the artifacts, of the wheels 

and gears, of the rails and electronic transmitters. 
Technology is a system. It entails far more than its 
individual material components. Technology involves 
organization, procedures, symbols, new words, 
equations and, most of all, a mindset.” 

#  Franklin U. The Real World of Technology. CBC Massey Lecture 
Series. Toronto: Anansi Press, 1992; pp. 2-3.  



Technology 

!  Office of Technology Assessment (U.S.): 
"  “the drugs, devices, and medical and surgical 

procedures used in medical care, and the 
organizational and supportive systems within which such 
care is provided.” 

#  cited in: Timmermans S, Berg M. The practice of medical 
technology. Sociology of Health & Illness, 2003; 25: 97–114. 

#  original source: Behney, C. Medical technology – contributions to 
health care, The Future of Health in America. Washington, D.C. 
U.S. Government Printing Office. 1989; p. 759. 



User 

!  Someone who uses something (a technology/
system/thing/procedure …) 
"  to accomplish a task 
"  to accomplish a set of tasks 
"  in pursuit of a goal 
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the system is designed to meet.” 
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User 

!  Someone who uses something (a technology/
system/thing/procedure …) 
"  to accomplish a task 
"  to accomplish a set of tasks 
"  in pursuit of a goal 

“… it is important to consider whose goals 
the system is designed to meet.” 

(Witteman 2014 JGIM) 

key principle of user-centred design for KT: 
defining & aligning goals 



Defining & Aligning Goals 

!  What are my users’ goals? 
!  What are my (research team’s) goals? 
!  Are these the same? 



Defining & Aligning Goals 

!  What are my users’ goals? 
!  What are my (research team’s) goals? 
!  Are these the same? 

"  Yes: good to go 
"  No: user-centred design may not be appropriate; 

project faces significant hurdles, lower chances of 
success 



“Customers don’t care about your solution. They 
care about their problems.” – Dave McClure





User-Centred Design 

Witteman et al., (2015) Systematic Reviews 



Related term: “Human-Centered Design” 

IDEO	




Related term: “Design thinking” 

Stanford D.School	




User-Centred Design 

Key point #1: 
Cycle! 

Witteman et al., (2015) Systematic Reviews 



User-Centred Design 
Key point #2: 
Not just needs 

Witteman et al., (2015) Systematic Reviews 



User-Centred Design 

Key point #3: 
Rough & early 

Witteman et al., (2015) Systematic Reviews 



Image credit: Flickr user Diana Schnuth, Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercial 

It’s never too early to start testing your designs.



User-Centred Design 

Key point #4: 
Seeing>Asking 

Witteman et al., (2015) Systematic Reviews 



“If	  I	  had	  asked	  people	  what	  they	  wanted,	  they	  
would	  have	  said	  faster	  horses.”	  
-‐	  Henry	  Ford	  

Photo:	  Ford	  Motor	  Co.	  



Cycles! 

Witteman et al., (2015) Systematic Reviews Graham et al., (2006) J Contin Educ Health Prof; CIHR 



KTA & UCD 

!  Knowledge to Action 
(KTA) 
"  Often 1 cycle = 1 or 

more research projects 
"  Full context (problem 

through implementation 
& monitoring) 

!  User-centred design 
(UCD) 
"  Multiple cycles per 

research project 
"  May include 

implementation but not 
necessarily (can be just 
the design & 
development part) 



For those who want to go down this road …



Where do you start? 

!  Anywhere! 
!  But commonly: UNDERSTAND USER 

"  User research 
o Observe existing practices 



Where do you start? 

!  Anywhere! 
!  But commonly: UNDERSTAND USER 

"  User research 
o Observe existing practices $ a good idea if possible 

#  E.g.: Montori, Breslin, et al. (2007) PLoS Med 
#  E.g., Baker, Gustafson, Shah (2015) J Med Internet Res 



User-Centred Design 

Witteman et al., (2015) Systematic Reviews 



Understand Users (Empathy)



User Research 

!  User: 
"  needs & goals 
"  strengths & limitations 
"  context (e.g., workflow for clinicians) 
"  intuitive processes (what do they do naturally) 



User Research Methods, e.g.: 

!  Literature 
!  Interviews 
!  Focus groups 
!  Surveys 
!  Card Sorting 
!  Diary/Camera Studies 
!  Observation/Shadowing 



User Research Methods, e.g.: 

!  Literature 
!  Interviews 
!  Focus groups 
!  Surveys 
!  Card Sorting 
!  Diary/Camera Studies 
!  Observation/Shadowing 

What you do during these depends 
on your problem & context 



Carry into prototyping 

!  Personas 
!  and/or Use Cases, Tasks, Scenarios 



Personas 

!  Represent a type/group of user 
!  Archetypes (not stereotypes) 
!  Often include photo, description, name 
!  E.g., 

"  Valaitis, et al. (2014) Canadian family physician 



Develop/Refine Prototype

















Prototyping Methods 

!  Depends what you are designing 
!  E.g., web & mobile applications 

"  Storyboards, sketches 
"  Wireframes 
"  Semi-functional prototypes 
"  Functional prototypes 



Participatory Design Workshop 

!  Often a half day to a full day 
!  Gather diverse group including users 

!  Rapid cycles 
!  Ideally already have some solid user research 
!  Materials for prototyping 



Carry into observation 

!  Prototypes 



Observe



“Design like you’re right;�
listen like you’re wrong”

- John Lilly (former Mozilla CEO)



Fail early; fail well.



User Testing 

!  Basic concept: 
"  See how people respond 
"  Fix problems/adjust design accordingly 
"  Efficient way to discover problems before launching 

expensive pilot study or trial 



User Testing 

!  Do both lab and field  
!  Start low fidelity 

"  Older evidence suggests that fidelity makes no 
difference in ability to uncover usability problems (Virzi 
et al., 1996, CHI, Walker et al., 2002, HFES)  

!  Choose tasks 
"  Well-structured to start 
"  More vague and open-ended as you get closer to 

actual application  



User Testing Methods 

!  Ask 
"  Focus groups 
"  Interviews 
"  Surveys 
"  Card Sorting 
"  Diary/Camera Studies 
"  Expert Review 
"  Etc. 

!  Observe 
"  Ethnography 
"  Shadowing 
"  Recording 
"  Think aloud 

"  Logfile analysis 
"  A/B testing 
"  Etc. 



User Testing Methods 

!  Think aloud (during or retrospective) 
"  Useful tricks: 

o  “What would you do if I weren’t here?” 
o  “I didn’t program this.” 
o  “I need your help to find problems.” 



“Advanced” User Testing 

!  E.g., eye tracking 

Image credit: Tobii.com 



“Advanced” User Testing 

!  E.g., Measurement of physiological indicators of 
emotion 
"  Galvanic skin response, heart rate variability 

o arousal, valence: basically stress 

"  Facial analysis software 
o  happiness, anger, confusion, frustration, etc. 

!  E.g., Shadowing in field 
"  See Tullis & Albert 2010 for data collection form 



What is a “good” system?



4 Metrics for Good Systems 

!  Good functionality: 
"  It works. 

o  System does what the 
design specifications say 
it should do. 

!  Good usability: 
"  I can use it. 

o  System is easy & intuitive 
to use. 

o  User can meet his/her 
needs/goals. 

!  Good accessibility: 
"  Most/all people can use 

it. 
o  System has affordances 

to enable people with 
various limitations to use 
it. 

!  Good user experience 
(UX): 
"  I enjoy using it. 

o  User feels good while 
using system. 
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Image credit: usability wallpapers @ uffenorde.com	




“A bad system will beat a good person 
every time.” – W. E. Deming

Image credit: unknown	




Image credit: http://www.baddesigns.com/doors.html	








4 Metrics for Good Systems 

!  Good functionality: 
"  It works. 

o  System does what the 
design specifications say 
it should do. 

!  Good usability: 
"  I can use it. 

o  System is easy & intuitive 
to use. 

o  User can meet his/her 
needs/goals. 

!  Good accessibility: 
"  Most/all people can use 

it. 
o  System has affordances 

to enable people with 
various limitations to use 
it. 

!  Good user experience 
(UX): 
"  I enjoy using it. 

o  User feels good while 
using system. 



Image credit: original source unknown	




Accessibility 

!  Think about users who face barriers, e.g., 
"  Vision (including colour-blindness) 
"  Hearing 
"  Numeracy 
"  Literacy 
"  Attention 
"  Other Physical 
"  Etc. 



Accessibility 

!  RECOMMENDED: Consult with users who face 
barriers & other accessibility experts 

!  MINIMUM: Try to imagine, “How would I use this if I 
had barrier A, B, or C?” 



Accessibility 

!  For websites: Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 
"  http://www.w3.org/WAI/intro/wcag.php  

!  Try tools to see how designs look to people with 
different vision profiles, e.g.: 
"  http://www.etre.com/tools/colourblindsimulator/ 
"  http://www.color-blindness.com/coblis-color-blindness-

simulator/ 



4 Metrics for Good Systems 

!  Good functionality: 
"  It works. 

o  System does what the 
design specifications say 
it should do. 

!  Good usability: 
"  I can use it. 

o  System is easy & intuitive 
to use. 

o  User can meet his/her 
needs/goals. 

!  Good accessibility: 
"  Most/all people can use 

it. 
o  System has affordances 

to enable people with 
various limitations to use 
it. 

!  Good user experience 
(UX): 
"  I enjoy using it. 

o  User feels good while 
using system. 



If you need people to use something,�
you need to care how it makes them feel.





User Testing is Best For 

!  Good functionality: 
"  It works. 

o  System does what the 
design specifications say 
it should do. 

!  Good usability: 
"  I can use it. 

o  System is easy & intuitive 
to use. 

o  User can meet his/her 
needs/goals. 

!  Good accessibility: 
"  Most/all people can use 

it. 
o  System has affordances 

to enable people with 
various limitations to use 
it. 

!  Good user experience 
(UX): 
"  I enjoy using it. 

o  User feels good while 
using system. 



User Testing in KT 

!  Behaviour change requires human reactions to your 
intervention 

!  Testing: cognitive & affective responses to elements 
of your design 
"  May be more difficult to observe 



User Testing in KT: Recommendation 

!  Table with 5 columns: 
"  1: design element 
"  2: what you want this element to convey (a useful 

design exercise anyway!) 
"  3: what users understood from this element 
"  4: how this element made users feel 
"  5: other comments, key quotes 

!  Think of it like hypothesis-testing your design 



The user is always right.



Logistics: How many users? 

!  Old rule of thumb 
"  5 users (Nielsen 1993, Virzi 1996) 

!  More recent evidence 
"  Depends on what you are testing (Faulkner 2003, 

Lindgaard & Chattratichart 2007) 

!  Pragmatic considerations in KT research 
"  Can be difficult to recruit certain types of users 

!  My research 
"  3-8 per cycle (clinicians: 1-3 per cycle) 



Logistics: Research Ethics Boards 

!  Want to see study materials, but materials change 
between cycles 

!  My approach: 
"  Submit early designs 
"  Commit to submitting amendments for content changes 

(but not for format changes) 
"  Run 1 cycle per month, between REB dates 
"  User testing = “like a cognitive interview” 



Logistics: How many cycles? 

!  No solid evidence 
"  Some work in progress or upcoming 
"  Likely highly dependent on context & designer skills 

!  My research 
"  5-7 cycles 
"  3 minimum 

!  Design process 
"  ~12 months (+/- 6 months) 
"  Can conflict with funders’ constraints 



How does user engagement fit in?



User Engagement 

!  Carman, et al.’s Continuum of Engagement (2013, 
Health Affairs)  
"  Consultation 
"  Involvement 
"  Partnership & shared leadership 



User Engagement 

!  Carman, et al.’s Continuum of Engagement (2013, 
Health Affairs)  
"  Consultation 

o Difficult to truly do user-centred design with only consultation 

"  Involvement 
o  Likely most common 

"  Partnership & shared leadership 
o Also possible 



User Engagement 

!  Carman, et al.’s Continuum of Engagement (2013, 
Health Affairs)  
"  Consultation 

o  Surface-level user research only 

"  Involvement 
o User research 
o User testing 

"  Partnership & shared leadership 
o  Participatory design 
o Alignment of goals 



Almost done …



Main conceptual take-away 

!  Whose goals are we addressing? 



Main methodological take-away 

!  Fail early; fail well 
!  For system to help users meet goals: 

"  Listen to people … 
"  … but also use methods that do not require study 

participants to precisely articulate their difficulties, 
thoughts, needs, desires 



Further resources 

!  https://designkit.org (IDEO) 
!  https://hbr.org/2014/01/a-taxonomy-of-

innovation (Luma Institute) 
!  http://dschool.stanford.edu/ (Stanford, ties with 

IDEO) 
!  http://www.usability.gov/ (US government) 
!  Rocket Surgery Made Easy (Steve Krug) 

!  feel free to ask me: holly.witteman@fmed.ulaval.ca 



Questions : holly.witteman@fmed.ulaval.ca 

xkcd.com/773 



EXTRA SLIDES IF NEEDED 





Tammie Egloff (tegloff.wordpress.com) 



Based on Tullis & Albert 2010 



Based on Tullis & Albert 2010 



Related term: “Design thinking” 


